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Seakeeping calculations are perfonncd for a new hull design, SUCE. This hull 
type is a variation ofa Small Waterplane Twin Hull (SWATH) ship, with the primary 
difference of discontinuous fore and aft buoyancy pods. Emphasis in tillS work is 
placed on understanding the applicability and limitations of a standard strip theOl)" 
approach to coupled heave and pitch motions in regular and random seas. It is shown 
thatlhe coupled pitch and heave natural periods change with fonvard speed and wave 
direction, unlike the SWATH case where the uncoupled heave natural period rcmains 
approximately constant The results of this study indicate that the 
probkm of resonant frequencies between the port and starboard pods does not appear 
to limit the applicahility of two-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations, while the use 
of potential flow theory wlderestimates heave and pitch damping for SLICE hulls 
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The study of the hydrodynamic propert ies of any hull design tlepends on good 
theoretical analysis that can be validated by model experiments and full scale sea trails 
In this paper a computer model was used to pretlict the hydrodynrunic coefficients and 
motions of a new hull form in different wave conditions and speeds. These results can 
be validated by comparing them with the vast amount of data that has been collected on a 
similar hull shape. This new hull fonn has been designated the SLICE and is shown in 
Figure I . The existing hull shape that has bee n thoroughly tested by the U. S. Navy is the 
Figure 1 SLICE Hull Design 
Small Walerplane Area T""'in Hu ll (SWATH) ship anri it is shown in Figure 2. 
I I C5 C5 =-----_::::> 
Figure 2. SWATH Hull Design 
The similarities between the two hull designs are obvious. The SWATH ships 
consist of two underwater submarine type hulls which are connected 10 a main platfonn 
area by slender struts. This design greatly reduces the amount of waterp!ane area required 
for a ship with the same displacement as a monohull ship. Typically this design requires 
as littk as 20 pen.:ent of the watcrplam:: area that have been used for a similar size 
monohull ship. Since the SWATH design requires less waterplane area and it also lowers 
the buoyant volume of the ship due to the underwater hulls, th is reduces the excitation 
forces of the waves and makes the natural periods of heave and pitch modes longer. This 
is a defini te advantage over monohul] ships heCJLlSe it means that it takes a much longer 
wave than those found in normal storm conditions to excite a large vertical motion in the 
SWATH ship_ The SWATH ship also allows for a large amount of ilexibility in the 
design of a specific ship to med specified guidelines sllc h as operating environment and 
mission. Given all the advantages of th is hull design, there an:: some minor limitations 011 
lhe~c ships, but these problems have heen idcntified and solved. One of the interesting 
hydrodynamic problems that has occurred hecause of [he small waterplane area is the 
reduction in vertical stahili ty caused by very little damping supplied by the submerged 
hulls. To alleviate this problem, active control stabililing fins arc used to provide more 
stahility to the ship. In an effort to reduce the drag res istance of the SWATH, thus 
improvi ng the fuel efficiency and top speed. a ~ i milar hull design has been developed 
T his new hull design known as the SLICE, is being considered for use as an all-purpose 
stable platform that can maint:lin high speeds in various sea stales and be more efficiem 
to operate. The SLICE uses the same technology as the SWATlI but separates the 
underwater hull into four submerged pods each connected to the main deck structure . 
This design will further reduce the watefplane area and the drag of the underwater hulls 
In order to try and predict the seakeeping performance and hydrodynamic coefficients of 
Ihis new hull design, a model of the underwater portion of the hull was developed and 
used in a computer program that simulates different wave forces . wave direction. and 
ship speed. Chapter II will explain the computer program that was used and the method 
of modeling the underwater portion of the SLICE. Chapter W will analF.e and discuss 
the data that was collected from the computer program and predi(;ts the seakeeping 
performance of (he SLICE hull design in vario us wave directions and speeds. Chapter rv 
will summarize the results and make recomme ndations for future analys is of the 
hydrodynamic properties of the SLICE hull. 

II. MODELI{I.;G OF THE Sf JCF 
A. STRIP THEORY MFTHOD 
The computer program used for predicting the hydrodynilinic c~tTil.:ients is a snip 
theOl), program called SHIP.\10,B.\1 developed by Rollerl F. fleck and Armin \\' 
Tl"Oesch. This pwgram wa.<, wrilten in FORTRAN 77 and will calculate many different 
aspects of ship motion ~nd sheaf and bcnding moments at various points, given a wide 
variety of inputs. [have conce(\Wlted on the ~hip motiotl results calcuJated in this 
program and have only heetl concerned with those inputs that will [lffcct these results. 
The methods of calculating thc ship motiotls arc hased on the strip theory approal.:h of 
S~lvcs.cn, Tuck, and Faltinsen 11070). The calculations were l11[ldc using both regular 
waves and i!Tegul~r waves (using the Isse Spectrum:1 in an infinite sea. The calo:.:ulation 
of the hydrodynamic cocfficients was made assuming a two-dimemional pmenti[ll flow at 
each cross section of the ship. The strip theory approach assumes a long slender body and 
the tlow across each of the small sections is ['elatively constant over the entire hull lcngth. 
The use of the strip theory is somewhallllore ditTil.:ult on twin or <-luad hull ships such 
the SLiCE compmed to the work on monohull ships. Three distinct considerations 
should be included in the hydrodynamil.: o:.:oefiio:.:ients for this type of ship: 
L H ydrodymunio:.: interactions between the two hulls 
2. The viscous damping dfccts. This o:.:annot be n<:gkcted beo:.:allso:.: for SLICE 
ships it is of the same order of Illagnitude as wave making dmnping. As expected for a 
lightly dampco sy<;tem, neglect of viso:.:ous damping dfeo:.:ts wuuld yield unrealistically 
large motion amplitudes at the resonant frequencies 
3. The effect of srahilizin~ tins. A ::iLlCJ::: ship lIlay reao:.:t similar lo that of a 
S\VATH, which becomes unst~bJc in thc verr.ical plane, at and heyond a certain speed, 
hecause Ol the small wmerplane area, since the SLICE has an even slIlaller waterplane 
area. This problem is expected to persist. This unstahility is mainly caused hy a 
destabilizing pitch moment, often referred to as the MlJJlk llloment, which is proportional 
to the square of the forward veloeity of the body. The use of stabilizing fins helps to 
restore the stability of the ship. The stabilizing fins can also improve the damping effects 
to the motion of the ship through the hydrodynamic lift generated by an angle of attaek 
that results from the combination of the forward motion and the vertical motion of the 
fins 
B. SOLVING THE HYDROOYNAi\nc COEFF1CIENTS 
rhe computer program used was programmed to predict these hydrodynamil.: 
coefficients for catamaran type hulls that are completely submerged. A brief description 
of the theoretical method used TO calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients is presented 
n le linear simultaneous equations that must be solved are: 
I(-oo,'( M., +A") +'oo,8,. +C,,~ . = F/ +F," (I ) 
j == 1,2,3,45.6 k == 1,2 ,3.4.5,6 













Mjk = mass matrix 
Ajk == added mass matrix 
Hj. = damping matrix 
Cj~ = hydrostatic restoring force matrix 
F/ = Froude Krylov excit ing force inJth mode of motion 
FJD "" Diffraction cxciting force int mode of motion 
The calculations of the coefficients in the equations of motion are foun d by using 
the formulas listed in Tables 1 and 2. The exciting forc es are computed by the formulas 
listed in Table 3. The variables listed in Tables \.2 and 3, aJk . bJk . and \}Ijb refer 10 the 
two-dimensional added mass, damping and potential coefficients. These quantities are 
found by solving at each cross section the following boundary value problem: 
in the fluid domain (2) 
subject to 
Lim z -4 _00 V\}Ik -4 0 for deep water (5) 
The sectionals added mass and damping are formed by integrating the potentials over the 
body boundary as follows: 
(7) 
(8) 
For a port and starboard symmetric body with no mooring lines or utlln outside 
restraints, the horilOntal plane motions are decoupled from the vert ical plane motioos 
rhus, equation ( I) may be solved as two sets of three equations for j= I,3,5 and j=2,4,6. It 
should be noted that the motion calculations j uS! described are for a slender body in an 
ideal Quid. To obtain good motion predictions the coefficients in Tables 1 and il must be 
corrected for viscous effects and appendage lifting effec ts. The program allows the user 
10 input addit ional viscous damping in surge and/or roll 
A I] ==J aljdx 
Cj, = pgJ 8(x)dx 
== -pgJ xB(x)dx 
Table L Vertical Mode CCJerticients 
C55 == pgVGM L + LCF2C]3 
== pgJ x2B(x)ri)( 
B21 = f bntix 
1\24=/\.n 
= f a24dx 
A II integrals are over the ship length. 
Table 2. Horizontal Mode Cocfficients 
10 
FJD = Diffraction Exciting Force 
F/= te· ik.' OO'~ t~(x)dx j =I.2 .3A 
fj(x) = sectional Froude- Kry lo\l exciting force for infinite depth 
= pga Ic. NJe-i,y.inllel.< dl j = 1,2,3,4 
hiCx) = sectional deffraction exciting force for infinite depth 
= pa~ lc. (iN ) + NI cosp + N2 sin(l) e-"')"n~ek.< '1'iy.z)dl 
j = 1,2,3,4 
Table 3 Summary of Exciting forces 
" 
C. BUILDING THE SLICE MODEL 
The computer program that WilS uscd to calculate the hydrodynamic data was 
SH1PMO.BM written by Koben F. Beck and Armin W. Troesch. This program has been 
designed to calculate many different aspects of ship motion given a variety of inputs. The 
first step in using this program is to accurately model the ship's underwater hull for use in 
the program. The method used to model the underv,:ater portion of the hull must be very 
specific and follow the guidelines that are set up in the program. rhe desniptive hull 
points must be inputted in the manner shown below in Figure 3 
CL 1 
I 
Figure 3. Input of SLICE Hull 
The program assumcs that the ship is symmetric about the centerline so only half 
thc ship's dimensional data is inputted into the program. The points arc inputted into a 
data file in a (y,z) forma l that describes the hull shape. The y-axis is the waterline of the 
ship and this offset distance is started at point number I and continued around the hull 
The z-axis is a negative distance below the waterli ne and this distance is included in the 
y,1. coordinates of cach point. The program inputs this data file for usc in the 
calculations. A maximum of 15 points arc a1lowcd at each stalion. The ship was divided 
into 19 stations at frames that best described the underwater hull and the coordinates of 
each station were inputted into the program. These stations do not have to be equidistant 
12 
from each other. A sample of the input file used has been included in the Appendix. The 




Figure 4, Station I (Frame 3) 
CL 
_ + _ ___ ____ -,-, _____ ---"-OWL 
o 
Figure 5. Station 2 (Frame 5) 
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CL 
_ + ___ _ ___ _ ---,-_ -, _ ____ DW I. 
Figure 6. Station 3 & !J (Frame 10 & 15) 
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Figure 10. Slation 8 (Frame 32) 
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Figure 12. Station 11 (Frame 55) 
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Figure 14. Station 13 & 14 (Frame 62 & 67) 
CL 
---ll ----------~-~--DWL 
Figure 15. Station 15 (Frame 71) 
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Figure 19. Station 19 (Frame 86) 
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III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. GENERAL 
The ability to predict the trends and gl;.':m::ral magnitudes of a ship'~ motion is a 
VI;.':I)' valuahle tool in ship design. especially when thcre is very li llk experimental datil 
available. CUITently there has been no theorl;.':tical madding of the SUCE for the purpose 
of studying the hydrodynamic properties of this hull form. There is a reasonable amount 
of data available for thc SWATH ~hip and this information can be used for comparison 
purposes but the two hull designs do differ and the results can not be expected to match 
completdy. The study of this paper deals primarily with vertical plane motion only and 
in two-dimensional potential now . Thl;.': added mass coefficients and clamping coefficients 
for heavc motion, An ancl B]]. respectively arl;.': developed. Also the added mass 
coefficients ruld the dampi ng coefficil;.':nts for pitch motion , A5~ and 8 55 , respectively are 
developed in the program. Init ially these values are predicted for various wavc di rections 
and zero specd. Dul;.': to the compJe:\ity of calculating these hydrodynrunic coefficient~ for 
thc SLICE hulL the viscous damping cffccts must also be considered. The major 
damping contributor for the SLlCE hull is no longer the wavemaking damping but tile 
damping contributed hy the viscous effects of the fluid. Even the e[fl;.':cts of the wave 
generating abil ity of the strutS of the pods sincc thcre arc four struts and they arl;.': offsct 
from each othcr will efkct the fluid flow. If the viscous effects arc neglected then the 
amplitude of the coefficients will react similar to that of iln undcrdamped linear system 
There will be a spiker! peak in the area of resonalll frequenc y. Unfortunately it is very 
difficult to calculate the viscous drunping for this hull design These results must be 
interpreted with (tlese effects in mind. 
23 
D. ADDED MASS AND DAMPING COEFFIClRNTS 
I. Sectional Added Mass and Damping Coefficients 
The added mass and damping hydrodynamic coefficients for heave and pitch 
motion were calculated for each section of the SLICE. The results are presented in 
Figures 20-37, with an and b3J graphed versus omega, The grapbs correspond with the 
respective stations that were prcsl;.':nted in the prl;.':ViOllS chapter. This data is for zero speed 
and irrcgular waves. The sectional hydrodynamic coefficients calcu lated by th is program 
arl;.': in nondiml;.':llsional form. The llondimensionaJ coefficients of omega, an. lmd b 3J for 
each station are defined as: 
where 
a:n""a3:!M 
b 33 0;;; b JlI1-1,i(gL) 
Ok = frequency for the appropriate OMEGA value 
M == mass of ship 
L == length of ship 
g = acceleration of gravity 
T=time 
rbe added mass and damping coefficients found by the SHIPMO program for the SLICE 
hull wrrespond to the same values for thl;.': SWATH hull. Thl;.':re arl;.': only a few 
discrepancies found at the first two stations. These disnepan(ies are some fluctuations at 
the lower frequencies and a couple of negative values. The station where the problems 
oeeur have very little waterplane area and thus contribute relatively nothing to the overall 
24 
hull effccts. Since these results correlate relatively well 10 what is expectcd. this justifies 
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Figure 22. Station 3 
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fi,b'UfC 23 . Station 4 
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figure 27. Slation 8 
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Figure 28. Station 9 
Figure 29 Station 11 
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Figure 3D. Station 12 
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Figure 32. Station 14 
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Figure 36 . Station 18 
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Figure 37. Station 19 
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2. Total Added Mass and Damping Coefficients 
The total added mass and damping coefficients for the entire hull shape 
was calculated for zero speed and the data is presented in Figures 37-38. The 
hydrodynami(; coefficients An, AJ~, A15, 1333, lhl. and B_I ~ are graphed versus the wave 
frequencies. These results are presented in nondimensional form and they are calculated 
in the same manner as the sectional added mass and damping coefficients were in the 
previous section. These results arc very similar to the results found for the SWATH hu1i 










- 855- \0 
Figure 39. Nondimensional Damping Coefficients 
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C. RESPONSE AMPLITI:DE OPERATORS 
1. Difrerent Ship Speeds 
The rcspon~c amplitude operawf. R,A,O. ~hows the amount of motion amplitude 
per unit wave height. All the results from the computer program are nondimensional 
I'he RAO's for heave and pitch ;)re calculated and analyzed for different ship speeds. The 
fe.,ul!, ill"e presented in Figures 40-61 and the data is graphed wilh the heave and pitch 
amplitudes versus wave 10 ship it::nglh for speeds of zero to twenty-five knots_ The heave 
RAO show, the amount of heave per wave alllplillide and for this t:O!llputcr input the 
wave amplitude was 1 fooL. The heave and pildl data graphed in the following figures 
aloe in nondimensional form and the data is nondimensionalized by the following 
equatIOns 
:;3' = ~]/wave amplitude (tleave) 
~_I' = ~,j(wa\'e ampliIude x wave nwnher) (pilt:h-) 
fhe heave data is self explanawry with its presentation. The pitch information requires 
more t:akulations in order to make it unrlerstandahle, The nondimcnsionalizing of the 
pitch nries with the wavc!ength because ot the wave number which is defined 
27t!wavelength, An example of t:akliJating the nondilllensional pitt:h that t:orresponds to 
15 degrees of pitch at a wave to ship length of one is as followS" 
;; = 9 
For different wave to ship ratios this nondimensionai number will change for a specific 
degree of pitt:h 
47 
Some of the gr;tphs have an unreasonable high peak at a certain wave to ship 
length and this is due to the fact that the computer program does not take into accounllhe 
effects of viscous damping thai can inOuence the results for a hu!J shape such as the 
SLICE Negb.: ting this information only affects the amount of the amplitude and not 
the location of the heave or pitch resonant peak. Unlike monohull ships in which viscous 
damping has very linle effect compared to the wave forces. viscous damping does have a 
significant amount of effect on a hull design such as the SLICE. Again this will only 
affect the magnilUde of the resulis, while the trend of the data is st ill preserved. The 
resonant frequency of pitch increases as the speed increases for head on type waves. For 
beam and following waves, the resonant frequency slightly decreases as the speed 











Figure 41. Wave Dircction-O Degrees, Speed 0-25 Knots 
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Figure 45 . Wave Direclion-90 Degrees, Speed 0-25 Knots 
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Figure 49_ Wave Direction-1 80 Degrees, Speed 0-25 Knots 
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Figure 50. Pitch-O Degrees 
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Figure 5 I. Pitch-45 Degrees 
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FJgure 52_ Pitch-90 Degrees 
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Figure 53 Pitch-l3S Degrees 
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Figure 55. Pitch-All Angles 
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Figure 56. Heave-O Degrees 
Figure 57, Heave-4S Degrees 
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Figure 5ll H.eave-90 Degrees 
Figure 59. Heave-US Degrees 
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Figure 60 . Heave-I 80 ~egrecs 
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Figure61 . Heave-All Angles 
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2. Different Wa~'e Direction.~ 
The RAO's for the heavc and pitch motion were calculated for riifferetl! wave 
directions and ship speed. The wavl: dirl:clion varil:d from head on seas 10 following sl:as 
in 4'5 degree inerl:ml:nts Figure 62 explains the rdationship octwel:n the wave direction 
and the ship's heading 
0" 
Figure 62. Wave Direction in Rl:specI to Ship Heading 
The hl:ave and pilCh RAO'~ are in the some nondimensional form that was 
explained in the previous section. Thc pitch natural period in(;{l:asl:~ for diffl:rl:nt spl:l:ds 
as Ihe wave direclion moves from a following SI:<l 10 a head on sea. The same 
phenomenon occurs for the hl:ave natural period. Figures 63-92 show the relat ionship 






















Figure 65_ Speed 5 knog 
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Figure 70 Speed 15 knOg 
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figure 76. Speed 30 knots 
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Figure 77. Pitch 0 Knots 
Figure 78 Pitch 5 Knots 
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Figure 79 Pitch ]0 Knots 
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Figure 80 Pitch 15 Knots 
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Figure 81 , Pilch 20 Knots 
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Figure 84 , Pilch All Angles 
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Figure 85. Heave 0 Knots 
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Figure 86. Heave 5 Knots 
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figure 88. Heave 15 KJlots 
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Figure &9. Heave 20 Knots 
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Figure ~_ H 20 .l() eave 2S Knots 
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IV. CONCLUSION A!\D RECOM-"IENOATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
In trying to prcdict thl! seakeeping charactcrist ics of the SLICE hul l. 
necessary to first validate the use of the strip theory method for the SLICE hull design. 
Thc computer program used to calculate the lIIotion data uscs two-dimensional potent ial 
now thl!ory in solving thc hydrodynamic coefficients in the equations of motion. Thc 
results for the added lIlass and dampi ng coefficients for thc SLICE hull were similar to 
similar res ults for the SWATH hull. The problem of resonant frequenCies. which is 
typical for two-dimensional SWATH hydrodynamic calculations did not appear to creatc 
difflcultics in the ove rall added mass and darnping charactcrist ics. This verified the use 
of the strip theory method to solve fo r this data. Once this method proved cffective it 
was possiblc to use the other motion data that was predicted by thc computer program 
The heave and pitch amplitude were studied at various speeds and wave dircction. Tt was 
ahle to locate thc natural period of the wavcs in which resonance occurred fo r hcavc and 
pitch al different speeds and wavc direction. It was possible to show that thc period for 
heave increased for all speeds as thc wave moved from a following wave to a head-on 
wave. The same trend was followed for the period in the pitch motiOIl. As the wave 
direction was changed for highcr speeds the period for heavc incrca';ed and the period 
decreased for lower spec(ls as tile wave moved fro m a follow ing to a head-on wave 
Again the sarne trend occurred for the period in the pitch motion. This information is 
vaLuable to predict motions whi le the ship is still in the design stages of development. It 
is possible to dcsign the ship SUdl tllat the natural frequency of the ship will not match the 
resonan t freq uency of the encountering wavcs in Ihe environmen t that the ship will be 
designed to operate. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to continue the study of the seakeeping characteristics for the SLICE hull 
design it will be necessary to include viscous damping into the calculations to better 
represent what is actually happening. Viscous damping is a large portion of the total 
damping of this type of hull design. It will also be necessary to incorporate some type of 
active controls on this hull to stabilize the wrtical motion of the sh ip Furthermore. yaw 
and sway motions must be studied along wi th heave and pitch 
90 
APPENDIX 
SA.MPLE INPUT DATA OF SLICE HULL FOR SHTPMO.BM: 
TEST DATA FOR SLICE TEST 
0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 
105,0000 1. 9905 32. 1740 
30,5000 -36.(X)(X) 1.0000 
4 34.5 0.0 
14.3333 0.0000 
11 .3333 -1.3333 
15.6667 -1.3 333 
IS.M67 0.0000 
13 32.5 0.0 
11 ,0000 0lJ()()() 
1·1 ,0000 -2.3333 









16.0000 -2. 3333 
16.0000 O.llOOll 
I I 27 .5 1.0 0 
13 .5000 O.llOOll 
13.5000 -2.7500 
12.0000 5.1250 
11 .0000 -8.0000 
12 .0000 - 10.6667 
15.0000 -12.0000 





II 22.5 1.0 
13.S()()() O.llOOll 










15.0000 - 12 ,0000 
18.0000 - 10.6667 
19.0000 -8.0000 
18.0000 -5 . 1250 
16.6667 -2.7500 
16.6667 0.0000 
11 17.5 1.0 0 
13.5000 0.0000 
13.5000 -3.2500 









I I 12.5 0.0 0 
14,2500 0.0000 
14.2500 -4.0000 
13.0000 -5 .7500 
12.0000 -8.0000 
13.0000 - 10.2500 
1.'; .0000 ·11 .0000 
17.0000 10.2500 
IS.0000 -S.OCKXl 
17 .0000 -5 .7500 
15.7500 .4 ,0000 
15 .7500 0,0000 
II 8.5 0.0 I 
15.0000 -5.7500 
14 ,0000 -6.2500 
12.8750 -8.0000 
13.0000 -9. 1250 
14 ,0000 -10.0000 
15 ,0000 - 10.2500 
16.0000 - 10.0000 





9 5.5 0.0 1 
15 .0000 -6.5000 
1'1.0000 -6.7500 
13.5000 -8.0000 





15 .0000 -6.5000 
9 1.5 0.0 
15.0000 -7.2500 





15 .7500 -8.0000 
15.3750 -7.5000 
15.0000 -7.2500 
4 0.0 00 0 
14.5000 00000 
14.5000 -1.0000 
15 .5000 -1 .0000 
15.5000 00000 
\3 - 17.5 0.0 
22.0000 -5.0000 
21 .(X)OO -5.2500 
20.0000 -6.0000 
19.0000 ·8.0000 
20.0000 - 10.2500 
21.0000 -10.7500 













19,0000 -6 ,0000 
18,3333 -8.0000 
19.0000 -10.0000 
20.0000 -1 1,0000 
22.0000 -J 1.6667 
24.0000 -1 1.0000 
25 .0000 -10.0000 
25.6667 -8.0000 




11 -24.5 1.0 
20.5000 0 ,0000 
20.5000 -3 .0000 
19 .0000 -5. 1250 
18.0000 -8.0000 
19.0000 -1O.S000 






11 -29.5 1.0 0 




19.0000 -1 0.5000 
22.()()OO -12.Q(X)() 




23 .5000 0.0000 
11 -33 .5 0.0 0 




























































9999.0 0.0 0.0 
7 1.5 15.0 -8.0 
1.0000 52.5000 525 .0000 12.0000 0.0000 50.0000 8.3333 
0.8500 
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